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An Enemy of the People has enjoyed peculiar favour
at the hands of our English critics. Its plot is lucidity
itself; there is no symbolism or elusive mystification
here ; and it was, indeed, something of a triumph to
captivate the popular ear with a comedy which contains
virtually no love-motive. Dr Stockmann brings the
community in which he lives about his ears, by
proclaiming that the baths, which are the source of
the town's prosperity, are pestilent. A very similar
incident had actually happened at Sandefjordsbad
in 1855, and Ibsen had no doubt read of it in the
newspapers.1 Stockmann thus becomes an enemy
of the people, just as did Ibsen himself, when he
attacked the " He of society ". The drama is con-
cerned with the downward progress in popular
estimation of a champion of the truth, the whole
truth, and nothing but the truth, and his correspond-
ing upward development in spiritual strength and
moral individuality. But his material downfall is
not unrelieved: a sea-captain, Horster, who sym-
pathizes with Stockmann's stand, and who will, we
hope, after the curtain falls, marry Stockmann's brave
daughter Petra—the only member of the family who
stands loyally by him—comes to the rescue. And
thanks to Horster's intervention, the drama ends not
too tragically.
It does not need much perspicuity to see that
Stockmann is far from being a self-portrait j it has,
indeed, been suggested that, in spite of many un-
Bjornson-like opinions, he has a good deal of
Bjornson's blustering personality in his composition.
Ibsen, in his own fight against the lie, was, frankly,
never quite so wrong-headed and impolitic as his
hero—he calls him, in fact, a " muddle-headed person "
—and we feel that, had he himself been in Stockmaim's
shoes, he would have achieved his end—which, of
course, Stockmann does not achieve at all—more
practically. But Ibsen was too good an artist to let
1 Cp. S. Host, op. «'/., p. z8j.

